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History
Vanrise Solutions was founded in 2006 by a core team of telecom veterans with a mission to build turnkey solutions that will 

help facilitate and manage key operational facets within various industry niches. Since its establishment, Vanrise has focused 

on integrating with other key market players such as switch, routing and hosting solution providers and others to ensure its 

products fulfill and exceed all industry requirements for unified solutions.

Over the years, Vanrise has grown into a worldwide industry leader in providing amalgamated solutions in the fields of telecom 

billing, routing, fraud detection, revenue assurance, and international gateway management, targeting carriers, operators, 

ministries and regulators. Vanrise has also secured big governmental international gateway management and fraud detection 

projects for regulatory bodies which have fostered its successful growth.

Backed up by its network of partners and resellers around the globe, Vanrise today takes pride in achieving over 50 

installations worldwide. In an industry that is spearheaded by constant change, Vanrise’s dynamic team is working closely with 

clients to power their organizations with agile tools and services, managing all their vital operations and allowing them to 

focus on reinventing their companies and strategic business development approach. Diversifying its product o�erings to 

satisfy the continuously changing market trends has allowed Vanrise to sustainably grow across the years, witnessing an 

average annual growth rate of over 20 % and managing operations and teams across three continents. To date, Vanrise’s 

products and teams daily manage and handle voice tra�c of hundreds of million minutes, optimizing operations and 

achieving increased revenues and profit margins. Besides voice, Vanrise has extended its services to cover data, SMS, and 

triple play.



Our Edge
Vanrise has forged a strong cohesive team of over 150 sta� working with clients and partners across the globe. Our team is 
cross-disciplined in all the facets and emerging industry trends encompassing billing, routing, fraud management, revenue 
assurance, and telecom hardware and networking. Our executive team packs an average of 20 years of international 
industry experience, giving our clients a substantial advantage through working with a partner that understands the 
business requirements, simplifies the process, and makes it a successful one. Our people are our greatest asset, and we keep 
investing in developing their skillsets to stay ahead of the curve. 

Our Team of Experts

Whilst developing solutions and providing services to our clients, we never lose sight of how these solutions will integrate 
within the businesses that we support. One of our main pillars is making sure that our solutions have the agility and flexibility 
to become a fundamental part of our clients’ businesses, complementing their workflow and enhancing their 
cross-functional team performance. Our solutions flexibly cater to the requirements of businesses of various sizes and 
structures and smoothly support their core operations regardless of their complexity, permitting scalability and promoting 
growth.

Diversified Solutions Tailored for Every Business Need

We work within a very dynamic industry which is impacted by the technological advancements taking place especially at 
the level of mobile technologies, hardware innovations, data services, and fraud management. On the other hand, each of 
our clients around the globe is faced with unique business requirements demanding solutions specifically tailored to those 
needs. Taking into consideration these facts, our solutions are built allowing for a wide range of customizations and quick 
deployment; furthermore, our research and development teams respond quickly to new requests and emerging trends. We 
also provide custom software development and bespoke service packages to respond to newly arising needs. 

Flexibility in Adapting to Clients' Constantly Changing Needs

At Vanrise, our clients top our priorities. Our client-centric mission is highly embodied in our achievement of the ISO 9001:2015 
which translates to our commitment to achieve client satisfaction and maintain ongoing development at all levels. We 
continuously seek to work very closely with our global clientele and their individual teams to ensure successful integrations, 
develop new value-adding features within our solutions and services, and drive their business growth. Our 24 / 7 excellent 
customer support combined with our flexible, scalable, and fully-fledged solutions create an exceptional experience, 
promote our client base, and support continued long-term business with clients, our partners in success. 

A Client-Centric Philosophy
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Solutions
Vanrise Solutions develops superior software solutions and services in the fields of telecom 
billing, routing, fraud detection, revenue assurance, and international gateway 
management targeting telecom carriers, operators, ministries, and regulators worldwide. 
Our solutions are highly performant, modular, flexible, easily customizable, and scalable, 
enabling huge growth potential for clients and addressing their needs of full automation, 
optimized operations, and increased revenues.
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Need to Optimize Your Wholesale Voice & SMS
Business Workflow & Assure Your Revenues?

Key Benefits 

Optional Add-Ons

T.One Wholesale Suite Allows You to Easily Bill and Smartly Route Your Tra�c.
T.One Wholesale Suite is a web-based platform whose modules enable encompassing management across all facets of 
wholesale carriers’ operations. The solution functions as a unified platform that brings cohesion and delivers exceptional results 
across NOC, technical, billing, routing, account management and top management teams, allowing them to focus on 
strategic business maneuvers and smart decisions. Moreover, T.One Wholesale Suite’s agile scalability and ability to fit the 
requirements and technical needs of carriers of all sizes add to its uniqueness. T.One Wholesale Suite is exclusively tailored to 
the needs of Tier-1 wholesale carriers and operators; yet, it can also be cross-integrated with class 5 billing systems.

Full business automation and enhanced revenue assurance

Intelligent routing algorithms considering multiple factors

Proactive management and monitoring of voice and sms
business threats

Maximized team coordination across all units

Fully-customized and scalable platform 

Mobile App Integration with Third-Party Solutions

Advanced Modules
Wholesale Prepaid/Postpaid Credit
Limit Management and Control

Deals Management

Customer/Supplier External Access

Account Management

Multi-Tenancy 

Core Modules
Generic Data Configuration

XDR Mediation

Rate & Dial Code Management

Routing Management

Billing & Revenue Management

Quality Monitoring
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Key Benefits 
Cost-e�ective unified solution

Full carrier business automation

Quick implementation & user-friendly platform

Scalable platform supporting voice and sms business growth

Aspiring to Fully Automate Your Core
Processes Cost-E�ectively?

ntegra Wholesale Suite is Your Smart Choice 
for Smooth Operations.
ntegra Wholesale Suite serves as a cornerstone for Tier-2 and Tier-3 carriers to fulfill their mediation, 
routing, trading and billing requirements and build up their call volumes and teams. ntegra Wholesale 
Suite’s straight-forward implementation and minimal need for maintenance are additional reasons why it 
stands as the best option for growing carriers seeking cost-e�ective solutions.
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ntegra Retail Suite Simplifies Your Multi-Service
Billing with Embedded Features.

ntegra Retail Suite is a web-based platform dedicated for retail operators (IP-Centrex providers, ISPs, and 
residential/enterprise voice and data providers). It provisions powerful management of the voice, data, 
and SMS retail business operations, enabling full management of subscribers, credit amounts, and product 
packaging and allowing for close monitoring and sound business decisions.

Core Modules Key Benefits 
A unified solution for multi-service 
billing

Easy management of subscribers and 
balances

Full customization of product 
packaging 

Assured revenues and profits

Smooth integration with third-party 
systems 

EDR Mediation

Policy Control Management

Rate & Dial Code Management

Subscriber & Credit Limit Management 
& Control

Products & Packages Builder 

White-Labeled Client Access Portal

Quality & Profit Reporting 

Starving for Expanding Your Retail Voice,
Data & SMS Business?

R
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Bypass & Wholesale Fraud Lowering Your
Margins?

Key Benefits 

FZero Zeroes Your Fraud through Deep CDR 
Analysis and Test Call Generation from/to any Destination.

FZERO’s innovative algorithms and approach ensures the systematic detection of bypass fraud targeting 
mobile operators and wholesale fraud impacting carriers. FZero covers automated test call generation 
through a wide range of networks and sources, centralized mediation system with normalization tools, 
advanced CDR analysis, and automated reporting and alerting with advanced case management.

Identification of fraudulent tra�c patterns and reporting to authorized parties

Elimination of fraudulent sources



Key Benefits 
Full international gateway management automation

Accurate billing with international and local partners

Assured revenues through anti-fraud methods 

Facing Problems with Managing Your 
International Gateway Tra�c?
VANGATE Hands You the Controlling Keys to
Easily Manage and Monitor Your International Gateway Tra�c.
VANGATE facilitates engineering and running all international gateway operations required by ministries & 
regulatory bodies through its comprehensive embedded tools and solutions including:

-  T.One Suite covering mediation, billing, routing, invoicing, and reporting 
-  International & national tra�c management
-  International carrier relations and marketing management
-  FZero’s fraud detection services
-  TDM & VoIP connectivity management
-  Setup of data centers & switching equipment through world renowned partners
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Remote

& Onsite Training
24x7 Technical

Support
Dedicated

Account Manager

cloudXpoint is a cloud-based solution o�ered by Vanrise for wholesale carriers seeking a state-of-the-art 
interconnect platform. The winning combination of our own Carrier-Grade Session Border Gateway (SBC) 
and the Billing & Routing Management Platform encompasses all the services required by the di�erent 
operation teams of a wholesale carrier. cloudXpoint helps voice service providers promote their networks 
and deliver services smoothly and at an a�ordable cost. It enables cost-e�ective scalability proportional 
to tra�c growth.

Encapsulated Advanced Billing & Switch Management Interface

Faster Provisioning of Interconnection

Carrier-Grade Routing Platform

Topology Hiding & NAT Traversal for Both SIP & RTP Tra�c

Dynamic Routing Algorithms (Quality, Least Cost, Percentage, and Fixed Routing)

Real-Time CDR Reporting

Tra�c & Quality Monitoring & Real-Time Alerting

Real-Time Credit Limit Management & Control for Prepaid & Postpaid Accounts

cloudXpoint

The All-in-One Class 4 Platform

Services

Features

Customized Reporting



cloudXpoint
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Solution Components

Key
Benefits

Smooth
Service Setup

No Capital
Expenses 

High
Availability &
Non-Blocking
Network
Architecture 

Low
Operational
Cost

Cost-E�ective
Network
Scalability

Unified
Platform for
Rating, Billing,
and Routing

Soft-Switch Node
Billing & Routing

Management Platform Additional Features

VoIP Interconnection: SIP - Encryption: TLS
Voice Codecs: G.711, G.722, G.722.1, G.723.1, G.726, G.729AB

Supported Protocols 
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Augmenting Existing Solutions
Vanrise Solutions has developed a unique collection of cost-e�ective tools for carriers looking for more in-depth 
modular solutions for di�erent team units, eliminating the burden of large scale capital investment.

XBOOSTER is a cloud-based toolbox that aims to boost the performance of the carrier’s operations through the 
provisioning of missing functionalities in the carrier’s business which can be smoothly integrated with the system in 
place without disrupting the carrier’s daily workflow, thus immensely speeding up many tedious processes and 
reports. The o�ered tools are available under a trial period and several plans amongst which carriers flexibly opt for 
according to their preferred business plan.

XBOOSTER has been launched with the following set of tools:
    

CDR Compare Tool
Automates the reconciliation of CDRs with suppliers
and customers and clears disputes.

 Supplier Rate Management Tool
Parses supplier pricelists, converting them into desired
formats compatible with di�erent switch brands.

Clear Voice
Tests, measures, and reports the quality of voice calls across 
many destinations & routes.



Facing CDR disputes 
frequently and 
consuming much 
time and e�orts to 
clear di�erences?

Need to test the 
voice quality across 
many destinations 
and suppliers?

Tired of reformatting 
supplier rate sheets 
to be compatible with 
your switches and 
systems?

E�ciently automate the comparison of millions of CDRs of any format, thus 
eliminating manual and tiresome processes.

Accommodate for time zone di�erences, time o�sets, and any dispute 
margins to achieve normalization and consequently precise dispute 
management.

Quickly and accurately identify mismatches and inconsistencies.

Save your preset configurations for future use.

Export results and send them out via email.

Measure in real-time the quality of your calls (CLI, PDD, MOS, and FAS) via 
a network of over 300 mobile operators.

View online dashboards to monitor your calls.

Flexibly configure and schedule your test calls.

Take actions based on your suppliers' performance.

Benefit from ClearVoice’s integration with T.One and ntegra.

Handle all known rate sheet formats.

Easily map fields and save time by using 
preset configurations.

Export to multiple preset formats with a click.

Eliminate human error.

Use the CDR Comparison Tool (CCT) to:

Use ClearVoice to:

Use the Supplier Rate Management Tool to:
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Services
Our team’s rich expertise and our experience in the field paired with our strong 
networks of highly recognized partners and consultants allow us to o�er our clients 
a complete set of complimentary services including:

    CRBT and VAS Services

    Cloud Hosting 

    Systems Integration  

    Third Party Integration

    Hardware Supply and Installation

    Mobile Application Development

    Outsourcing 

    Training and Consultancy
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Partners
We have a strong network of partners and resellers with an outstanding global business 
portfolio in advanced telecommunications and IT services. This has empowered us to 
provide comprehensive solutions and services, strategically and holistically respond to all 
our clients’ business needs, and achieve further tangible returns on investment across the 
board. We are dedicated to back our partners in every step of the way, and we work 
together to ensure that our mutual customers receive the most innovative solutions and 
services, the highest quality of support, and an alluring customer experience. 
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Cisco is the worldwide leader in IT that develops, 
manufactures, and sells networking hardware, 
telecommunications equipment, and other 
high-technology services and products. Cisco’s 
products also cover the fields of data center 
analytics, unified communications, internet of 
things (IoT), cloud-based solutions, and security. 
The concept of solutions being driven to address 
specific customer challenges has been with Cisco 
since its inception. Cisco works closely with 
customers to identify their needs and invents 
solutions that support their success.

Microsoft is an American worldwide technology 
company headquartered in Washington. It 
develops, manufactures, licenses, supports and 
sells computer software, consumer electronics, 
personal computers, and services. Microsoft is the 
world's largest software maker by revenue and one 
of the world's most valuable companies.

bpm'online provides an enterprise platform for CRM 
and business process management. The beauty 
and the core value of bpm’online products is the 
agility to change processes faster than ever and 
align marketing, sales, and service on a single 
platform. Users love bpm’online’s engaging 
interface with a social look and feel, free from 
redundant information to keep them focused on 
what’s relevant. Today, the company serves 
thousands of customers worldwide.

IDS is a leading software design and development 
company in the region, specialized in the 
development and production of software solutions 
for many segments within various industries. With 
over 20 years of design and development 
experience, and operating from its headquarters in 
Lebanon and o�ces across the Middle East and 
Africa, IDS has been fulfilling customers’ needs for 
business application, resource management, 
financial applications, utilities, telecommunications 
and many more. IDS is a Microsoft Certified Partner 
and standardizes on Microsoft Products.

TELES is a leading manufacturer of 
telecommunications products with years of 
experience in fixed, mobile, and internet networks. 
TELES’s innovative technologies provide 
outstanding performance and long-lasting 
competitiveness. TELES mission is to provide 
top-quality VoIP products based on its 
cutting-edge technology. TELES’s strategically 
aims to harness its technology, developing 
next-generation products to match customers’ 
needs.

For more than three and a half decades, Oracle 
has been the leader in database software. And as 
it has further developed technologies and 
acquired best-in-class companies over the years, 
that leadership has expanded to the entire 
technology stack, from servers and storage, to 
database and middle ware, through applications 
and into the cloud. Throughout its history, Oracle 
has proved it can build for the future on the 
foundation of its innovations and its knowledge of 
customer challenges and successes analyzed by 
the best technical and business minds in the world.



Client Portfolio & Testimonials
Every minute, Vanrise’s software is mediating, processing, and rating hundreds of thousands of minutes 
and routing calls for clients across the globe. We take huge pride in partnering with a wide range of 
clients in over 15 countries throughout the telco eco-system.
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Throughout our experience, Vanrise has 
proven to be credible, reliable and 
o�ering satisfactory services. Its system, 
T.One, is not only a billing software but 
also a complete solution for all 
wholesale carriers' departments.

Mr. Ali Yehia, CEO-SAMA S.A.L O�shore 
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Vanrise has been greatly supporting us 
in our growing business needs as a 
wholesale voice carrier. Through a 
unique combination of technology and 
expertise, Vanrise's  advanced solutions 
will keep contributing to our long term 
success.

Mr. Ghassan Bourghol, CEO-Protel
S.A.L. (O�shore)

We are pleased to assure that Vanrise 
has been carrying out their tasks with 
extreme professionalism, dedication 
and integrity. Vanrise's performance is 
commendable, and ITPC strongly 
recommends Vanrise Solutions for 
similar solutions elsewhere.

General Director of Iraqi
Telecommunication and Post Company
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T.One Business Suite supported Vuetel 
Italia’s growth since the very beginning; 
and after 6 years of daily experience 
with the system, I can confirm the 
choice was and is valuable.
Vuetel Italia benefits from the 
advanced routing engine of T.One 
which is able to support  multiple switch 
environment and full redundancy.
Thanks to the prompt and experienced 
support from Vanrise, any daily task is 
made easy so that Vuetel can stay 
focused on the business.

Mrs. Emanuela Bevilacqua, CTO-Vuetel

Since NetTalk acquired Vanrise’s T.One 
Business Suite, the internal feedback 
from all departments was very positive. 
NetTalk has gained the trust of its 
customers and suppliers due to the 
fact that its employees became more 
reactive to trading and performance of 
troubleshooting. T.One has vividly 
optimized the quality of daily workflow 
and assured our revenues, fostering our 
carrier business and supporting its 
growth.

Mr. Said Roumie, CEO-Nettalk

We are pleased to note our satisfaction 
with the standard of service o�ered to 
us by the qualified and e�cient team 
of “Vanrise Solutions”, a company with 
high integrity and strong values 
focusing on providing the utmost levels 
of customer satisfaction. 
Vanrise team, who has been providing 
services to our company, has shown 
how passionate they are about their 
job and delivered a high level of 
professional service. 
Also, we would like to commend that 
the vision of “Vanrise Solutions” is to 
establish long term client-focused 
relationship, where honesty, enthusiasm 
and integrity are paramount. 
Their experience and understanding of 
the market helps them exceed their 
customers’ expectations. 
We, AMC Telecom, believe in open and 
honest relationships with Vanrise 
Solutions and look forward for further 
cooperation. 

Mr. Ali Chami, GM-AMC TEL SIA
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www.vanrise.com


